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From the President
B Y  H E L E N  S T R A S S E R

2021 has been a bit different for Ryde Centre, as it has

been for everyone, but with thanks to a huge team effort

and the hard work of many, we were able to return to

operations after shutdown in 2020 and commenced

Semester 1 Thursday, Friday & Saturday classes in March!

There has been lots of maintenance work throughout this

year to ready the Centre, not just for the the return of our

horses and classes, but also a huge initiative led by our

Committee to clean up and revitalise our Centre in

preparation of our 10th Birthday at Marsfield! 

Ryde Centre obtained a grant of $2,500 from the City of

Ryde towards celebrations for our 10th Birthday at

Marsfield. We are hopeful that an easing of COVID

restrictions will allow us to go ahead, but we may have to

delay.  
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As you are aware, due to COVID we had to cancel our

classes in June and close down our centre to all but a

small number of essential volunteers. However, we are still

optimistic however and are looking forward to welcoming

our riders back as soon as possible. As many volunteers

are restricted by the "5km Rule" that applies throughout

NSW, only a few have been able to continue exercising our

horses. The committee has remained in constant contact

by phone, email and Zoom. There is certainly a lot of work

being conducted in the background.

Unfortunately, financial support for the Ryde Centre has

been difficult to secure and we rely on donations as a key

source of income. Warren Smith continues to tirelessly

spread the word about our work and we have had some

generous donations from local sponsors such as North

Ryde RSL, Rotary & Grill’d Macquarie Centre. Some of our

Semester 2 rider fees have been donated along with

donations from our amazing volunteers. 

We are extremely grateful for all donations. 

Not only did Grill'd @ Macquarie Centre

supply breakfast at our February Working

Bee (which was delicious!), they also

selected us as one of their local charities

in their April 2021 Local Matters program.

This is the second time they have chosen

us and provided us with a $100 donation!

Watch this space and keep an eye on

their restaurant as we have been

accepted for another Local Matters spot

soon!

Thank you
TO LOCAL SUPPORTER GRILL'D

MACQUARIE CENTRE

September 2021 Riding for the Disabled Association (NSW) Ryde Centre

Scan the

QR code if

you would

like to give

today
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From the locals
My (almost) 8 year old daughter was diagnosed with

anxiety after the end of lockdown last year and by April

this year (after months of OT and psychology) she seemed

to be ‘better’. Unfortunately, the current lockdown has

resulted in a regression and she is struggling to wear

clothes again (sensory issues) and doesn’t want to leave

the house. 

Today, I managed to get her dressed and out of the

house by saying we would go and look for horses in our

area. She was absolutely delighted when we saw 5

horses being walked around the front section of Riding

For The Disabled. 

It was really special for her and the ladies that welcomed

us were so friendly. We watched from the bench outside

the tea room as the horses and the volunteers practised

walking in circles to music. 

It’s a huge relief for me to find something that motivates

my daughter to leave the house albeit in pj’s. Thank you

again - we will be back soon. 

Our herd have helped

Wally and his friends hide

around the centre. Can you

find them?

Wally = 1 point

Wenda = 2 points

Woof = 3 points

Odlaw = 3 points

Wizard Whitebeard 

= 10 points!

 

Our Herd had so much fun

helping Wally, they thought

they might try hiding too! 

Find each horse around Ryde

Centre and follow the QR

code to find out more about

each horse.

 

They're not just hiding at

Ryde!! The herd is popping up

all over the place! Cut out

their pictures from the back 

 of the newsletter and put

them up around your

neighbourhood, so that our

neighbours can learn more

about our horses and the

centre

What's On
A t  R y d e  C e n t r e

Riding for the Disabled
Association (NSW)

Ryde Centre
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Our Semester 1 Thursday, Friday & Saturday classes offered opportunities to our riders who

missed out in 2020, but also saw the ongoing training of 8 Trainee Assistant Coaches, with

Tina Clifton successfully passing her assessment and joining the ranks as an Assistant Coach.

Congratulations to Tina for all her hard work! We have also selected 3 new Horse Managers

from our team who will be responsible for the ongoing care of our horses, supported by our

Coaches, Committee and Volunteers. These ladies are raring to go and have already had

their first couple of meetings together. Hats off to Nola Baker, Emma Cartland & Wendy

Nixon - we will hear more from our new Horse Managers in our next issue!

We continue to support Trainee Assistant Coaches Rebecca, Sue, Nikki, Wendy N, Nell and

Nadine and hope a few of them will be able to complete their final assessments when

COVID restrictions ease and classes resume. We also say a fond farewell to Liz Condon who

is moving with her family and horses to a lovely new property, and thank her gratefully for all

she has given Ryde Centre these last few years. Our door is always open, and we hope she

comes back to visit.

The most exciting news this year is, of course, that our herd has grown with the addition of 2

new horses Jim & Ollie! Both horses have settled in well and passed their trial period with

flying colours. We can't wait to return to classes.

This year we also said goodbye and all the best to our amazing Farrier Erin who has given us

many years of service. Erin has left us in the superb hands of Farrier Ben who's dedication

knows no bounds - Ben even came out to check on our horses for us on his wedding day

(thank you Laura for your patience and generosity and congratulations to Ben & Laura on

your new baby girl!!!)

Coaches' Report
BY SENIOR COACHES NOLA BAKER, LOUISE NEILL and WENDY TORR

Riding for the Disabled
Association (NSW)

Ryde Centre
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Thank you
T O  T H E  H U M B L E  H E R O

Lockdown has not slowed our ongoing learning or collaboration. Online meetings

continue and State-wide training with other RDA (NSW) Centres has been fruitful and

instructive with huge thanks to Nicole King and the State Office for organising and

facilitating.

Volunteer Training also continues online with the Volunteer Handbook & RDA(NSW)

Blue book available on our website, along with other topics such as caring for an RDA

horse, assisting in an RDA lesson and disability awareness training. Please have a look

at our Volunteer page, or under What's On and explore.

A HUGE THANK YOU goes out to the volunteers who donated our new PortaGrazers

and colour-coded feedbins for all our horses. These PortaGrazers offer our horses

enrichment (they love playing with them, knocking them around and chasing after

them!), but, also, as our horses are not on pasture allows them to slow feed at ground

level which is good for their natural posture & aids digestion of their feed.

The humble hero is loving and kind-hearted to the horses,

riders and volunteers of Ryde Centre. 

They check the site is safe and tidy. 

Clean the yards, fill up the water buckets. 

They're cutting twine on the bales of hay, or cloths for the

horses. 

Sweeping paths, cleaning the bathrooms, buying tea and

coffee.

They mow the paddocks and dig up the weeds.

They maintain our garden, our centre, our paddocks, our

yards. Fix problems as they arise, and offer new ideas or

innovations. 

They're receiving horse feeds, mixing up the nightly

feedbags and preparing the next meal. They're monitoring

and reporting on the horses, assisting the coaches.

The humble hero is many. They're there although they may

not be known. They are appreciated, even if it's not shown.

THANK YOU

September 2021 Riding for the Disabled Association (NSW) Ryde Centre

Riding for the Disabled
Association (NSW)

Ryde Centre
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STEP OVER OCTOBER
This October we are challenging our volunteers, community and even horses to walk 10,000

steps a day or 50,000 steps a week! 
This campaign is to promote positive action towards our well-being (particularly during

these tough times) and raise awareness of our Centre. 

In the Garden
DANGERS OF FIREWEED

Fireweed is poisonous to horses and can cause loss of

appetite, loss of coordination, jaundice, abdominal

straining which in severe cases may lead to death. It can

be found in the Ryde area, so if identified, please don't

let the horses eat it!

HOW TO SPOT: The leaves are alternate, dark green

with serrated margins, and are usually 2−6 cm long. The

flowers are bright yellow, daisy-like with a diameter of

approximately 2 cm.

Are you or someone in your

family a budding artist just

waiting to be discovered?

 

Hang up your artwork on our

front fence, or send it

through to us at

ryde.rda@gmail.com 

or our socials and we'll put

it up for you!

Please join us, or support and grow our community, by donating to our compaign and

commenting your messages of encouragement!

Look for our campaign Step Over October on MyCause or visiting

www.mycause.com.au/page/263851/step-over-october

Riding for the Disabled
Association (NSW)

Ryde Centre
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Paralympians Jan Pike and Hannah Dodd at the Grand Opening of Ryde Centre in 2012

FROM THE ARCHIVES

For Ryde Centre, the Paralympics offered us a chance to celebrate what hard

work, determination and teamwork can achieve. Whatever the discipline,

watching the competitors inspired us all to work towards our shared mission. Did

you know that RDA Ryde Centre has had two riders competing at past

Paralympics? Here's what they're up to now!

Jan Pike: Jan first started riding when she was 27 years old at RDA (NSW) Ryde

Centre! Since competing on her horse Dr Doulittle at Athens (2004), where she

won Bronze and Silver, and at Beijing (2008), Jan has been the Director -

Executive Officer, Riders' Representative of RDA (NSW). In 2021 was awarded 

Hannah Dodd and Waikiwi

Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM) for

service to people with disability.

Hannah Dodd: Hannah started riding as soon

as she could sit on a horse. Her mum Phyllis

even became a coach at RDA (NSW) Ryde

Centre! At only 20 years old she competed

at London (2012). She began wheelchair

basketball in 2015 and competed this year at

Tokyo (2020) with the Australian Gliders!

Remembering past RDA Ryde Centre riders and celebrating where they are now!

September 2021 Riding for the Disabled Association (NSW) Ryde Centre

Riding for the Disabled
Association (NSW)

Ryde Centre
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Autism Is
BY MIRIAM GWYNNE

Unable to speak, or maybe

speaking too much

Hugging everyone, or disliking

touch

Escaping outside, 

Or trying to hide

Excitedly flapping

Inappropriate clapping

Autism varies so much

Won't wear a coat, or wears one all

year round

Fussy eater, or would eat dirt from

the ground

Screaming or humming

Annoyingly drumming

Toys in a line

The same way every time

Autism varies so much

 

Struggling to learn, or has

wonderful gifts

Obsessions of numbers, trains, films

or lifts

Spinning around

Throws things on the ground

Constantly spitting

Aggressively hitting

Autism varies so much

Alone without friends, or controls

every game

Always looks different, always

dresses the same

Swinging on doors

Head banging on floors

Freaks at the dryer

Keeps climbing higher

Autism varies so much.

 

Can't answer questions, won't do

as their told

In their own world or bossy and

bold

Over prepared

Anxious and scared

A spectrum so wide

But they all bring us pride

When autism touches our lives.

Poet's Corner

PHOTO COMPETITION

The photo needs to be landscape (sideways) and submitted to ryde.rda@gmail.com by 5pm

on the 29th of September. 

The winner will be selected on the 30th of September and, along with enjoying bragging

rights, will see their photo displayed on our Facebook page, website and on the front cover

of our next issue!

We need a front page photo for our next issue, and our

Facebook page needs a new cover photo!

Riding for the Disabled
Association (NSW)

Ryde Centre
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Reflecting on our extended lock down, we

are really grateful that we can attend on

Fridays and more than ever look forward to

others joining us again soon. One former

volunteer was thrilled to leave home

schooling to her hubby and came for fresh

air and Cutie cuddles. 

One Friday, Trainee Assistant Coach Nadine

led the volunteers and horses through some

Dear Diary
FRIDAYS BY TINA CLIFTON

quivered with joy. Stretches and serpentine's

had everyone warmed up. Lucky we all were

ready because suddenly Nadine had us caught

up in a new game! The call for assistance came

in we had to move quickly. Naval vessel "Bears

Afloat" had capsized in the Arena Ocean! The

Search and Rescue squad sent the Airforce

team to find the capsized boat, the Navy had to

find the sailors who were drifting in the Arena

Ocean and the Police organised the transfer of

the unfortunate sailor-bears back to safety.

Great news, all three Bears were returned safe

and sound to their families. 

September 2021 Riding for the Disabled Association (NSW) Ryde Centre

As you can see “Our Boys” as Joan calls the herd are all fit and well. They are

getting groomed and exercised four times a week and are ridden some days

too. Often they are divided and some are grazing in the back paddock for a

spell. Please check your crystal balls to know when we can all get back

together again.

Riding Develops Abilities
The Ryde Review is the result of a collaboration from a number of volunteers.

Contributions are invited 
Please send to our Secretary at ryde.rda@gmail.com

Riding for the Disabled
Association (NSW)

Ryde Centre

stretches and hand grooming. Jeht went into a trance and Jim’s "little” lower lip 



Don't forget, the horses want

in on the action too!

 

 Cut out these pictures

(including the QR codes

beneath them) and put them

up around your

neighbourhood, so that our

neighbours can learn more

about our horses and the

centre. It could even be set

up as a fun, neighbourhood

scavenger hunt!

A t  R y d e  C e n t r e

What's On




